Automotive Plastic Cosmetic Unit

Product Line-up

Various Decorating Techniques

- Weldless injection: Realize high gloss finishing without spray
- High gloss spray: High gloss and luxury finishing
- Masking spray: Can be added excellent design with separated spray
- Evaporation/Hot stamp/plating: Can be added metallic appearance
- Unitized products: Integrated with capacitive sensor and in-molding with rubber
Manufacturing Process

- **Heat&cool injection**
  Realize weldless injection by quick heating and cooling.

- **Super spindle spray**
  High speed spin makes us promote greater efficiency of paint adhesion and reduce paint consumption, and oil booth make us realize high clean environment by paint litter control instead of water booth.

- We design and make original production facilities, like hot stamping machine, grease dispensing machine, and graphic inspection machine. We customize concept and budget.

Super-Spindle Painting Machine  
Heat Welder Machine